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Will streaming platforms
usher in a golden age of
branded film?

What stops people from
skipping ads? 3 lessons
from industry leaders

YouTube's new 'Bumper
Machine' automates 6second ad production

Why social proof works so
well when engaging Gen Z

This year, even more evidence of

The YouTube “skip” button is a powerful

YouTube is testing a software tool called

For younger generations, it can be difficult

viewing trends came to light, as Netflix

tool for measuring advertising

"Bumper Machine" that aims to optimize

to imagine what the world was like before

announced that it has reached 139

engagement. If it goes unpressed, you

video ads for mobile audiences, TechCrunch

Facebook or mobile phones existed.

million subscribers globally. While other

know you’ve truly captured people’s

first reported. The video-editing tool uses

A grad asked me the other day, “In the days

figures (such as the 40 million accounts

attention. But how do you ensure that

machine learning to pick out key moments

before smartphones, what happened if you

that supposedly watched its original

happens? We asked creatives and

from a longer spot and condense them into

agreed to meet someone and got caught

shows, ‘You’ and ‘Sex Education’) have

advertisers what stops them from

six-second bumper ads, a format that the

up – how would you tell them you were

been met with some scepticism –

skipping ads. Their tips could help make

video-sharing site introduced three years

running late?” As I attempted to explain

there’s no doubt that streaming is

your next ad unskippable.

ago. The Bumper Machine looks at video

that being late wasn’t really a good option

growing rapidly. Now, it seems the

Making it personal

spots and identifies elements such as human

whatever century it is – it occurred to me

advertising industry has taken notice...

Online video offers opportunities to

characters, motion, sharpness of the focus

Generation Z only know a world of

personalize at scale...

and quality of the framing.

ubiquitous virtual connectivity...
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Burger King Wants to
Deliver Whoppers Right to
Your Car During
Nightmarish Traffic Jams

The retailers and brands
delivering first-rate mobile
AR experiences

3 behavioral and cultural
shifts we’ve seen on
YouTube — and what they
mean for your marketing

Facebook updates video
ranking algorithm to
surface content that users
routinely seek out

If you were stuck in seemingly endless

Isabelle Hierholtz, the user strategy

Every day, a huge amount of new content is

The company says it is also giving more

traffic and an ad offered to let you order a

director for the AR/VR/XR advisor company

uploaded to YouTube, generating billions of

weight to videos that keep users

hamburger right to your car window,

Digi-Capital, believes mobile AR advertising

views. As a YouTube trendspotter, my job is

engaged for a longer time period,

would you be tempted? Burger King

offers companies an easy place to start

to sift through all that material to try and

especially those that run three minutes

certainly thinks so, and it’s taking a

when trying to adopt a mobile AR strategy.

make sense of it all. Some videos will be

long. Facebook has updated its video

easy to forget. Others will end up being

ranking algorithm to surface more video

serious look at the idea of gridlock
Whopper delivery via motorcycle through

“This can be done with digital agency

viral but short-lived sensations. And others

content routinely sought out by users

a concept it calls “the Traffic Jam

partnerships as a first step. It’s a good way

will point toward a bigger behavioral and

and watched repeatedly, along with

Whopper.” Created by agency We

to learn what works and what doesn’t,”

cultural shift taking place on the platform

videos that keep people engaged for a

Believers, the campaign uses a blend of

said Hierholtz, “What’s more challenging is

and beyond. These are the trends that

longer amount of time. “We will add

high-tech features and old-school

integrating mobile AR into your core

marketers need to pay attention to. Here

more weight in ranking to videos that

opportunism to deliver Whoppers in

business, which requires a bit more time

are three we've seen most recently.

keep people engaged, especially on

highly congested parts of Mexico City.

and money.”

videos that are at least three minutes
long,” wrote Facebook.
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